Abstract. Given a quotient singularity R = Sa where S = C [[xi, ... , x"]] is the formal power series ring in «-variables over the complex numbers C, there is an epimorphism of Grothendieck groups y/ : Go(S[G]) -» Gq(R) , where S[G] is the skew group ring and y/ is induced by the fixed point functor.
Introduction
The objective of this paper is to study connections between the structure of the Grothendieck group Gq(R) of a quotient singularity R = SG and the ramification theory of the extension R -> S.
We begin by defining these concepts.
( 1 ) We recall that a quotient singularity R is a ring of the form R = SG where S = C[[xi, ... , xn]] is the formal power series in n variables over the complex numbers C and G is a finite subgroup of GL(N, C). The latter group acts on S by those C-algebra automorphisms which are induced by the linear action on the variables. We assume always n > 2. We remark that R and S are integrally closed noetherian complete local domains and that S is a finitely generated module over R .
Every ring we consider is noetherian with one and every module is finitely generated.
(2) The inclusion of G in GL(n, C) gives an action of G on the affine space C" so that we have a quotient variety C/G and a surjective morphism n : Cn -> C"/G. In this situation we recall the following definitions:
(a) A point y G C" is called ramified if the cardinality of the orbit of y , \G(y)\, is smaller than |C7|, the order of G.
(b) The ramification locus is the set of ramified points, i.e. {y eC" : y is ramified}. This is a union of linear subspaces.
We suppose that G contains no pseudo-reflections which means that all subspaces in the ramification locus have dimension less than n -1.
(c) Let W be an irreducible subvariety of C"/G and I(W) its ideal in C[x\, ... , xn]G . Then W is called unramified if there is a point in W that is unramified. Since R is the completion of C[xi, ... , xn]G with respect to (xi, ... , x")nC[xi, ... ,
x"]G we have that if 7r(0) G W then W is unramified if and only if I(W). R is unramified in S.
The hypothesis on the nonexistence of pseudo-reflections is equivalent to the assumption that the extension R -> S is unramified at height one prime ideals.
(3) If 0 is the only ramified point of C" we say that G acts freely. This is equivalent to saying that Rp is regular for all p_ nonmaximal. A ring with this property is called an isolated singularity. We want to investigate how the structure of Gq(R) is connected with the structure of the ramification locus and the action of G on it.
We study the Grothendieck group Gq(R) in terms of the Grothendieck group,
Go(S[G]), of the skew group ring S[G].
The skew group ring S[G] is the free module over 51 with basis the elements of G and the ring multiplication given by (siO-i)(s2o-2) = S\(o\(s2))(o-iO-2) for S\, Si G S and o\, a-i G G.
An S[G] module is an 5-module with an action of G s.t. o(sm) = a(s)a(m)
for a g G, s G S, and m e M.
This study began with the work of Auslander and Reiten, Grothendieck groups of algebras and orders [4] .
They defined an epimorphism y/ : G0(S[G]) -> Go(R) by [Af] -> [MG] for M an >S[G]-module, where MG = {m G M s.t. a (m) -m , for all a e G} .
Since S[G] is regular and S is complete one gets that Go^G]) is the free abelian group generated by the isomorphism classes of indecomposable projective ^[GJ-modules which in turn are the classes of indecomposable direct summands of S [G] . Therefore Go (5"[G] ) is a finitely generated free abelian group, the map y/ gives a natural presentation of Gq(R) and Gq(R) is in particular finitely generated. Moreover, Auslander and Reiten proved that Go(R) = Z [R] II T where T is finite.
If we take in S[G] the idempotent e = 2^aeGa/\^'\ ana-^et (^) denote the two-sided ideal of S[G] generated by e we have an exact sequence Go(S[G]/(e)) -Go(S[G])^G0(/?)-0.
We show that for a = Ker 6, where 6 is the ring homomorphism 6 : S -> S[G]/(e) given by 6(s) = s.l, a prime ideal q of S is ramified over R iff £ D a. We prove, in addition, that the natural map Go ( 
S/a[G]/(e)) -> Go(S[G]/(e))
is an isomorphism. Hence we get an exact sequence
G0(S/a[G]/(e)) -» G0(S[G]) Z G0(R) -» 0.
This yields a way of computing Ker^.
As the ring (S/a[G]/(e)) is defined in terms of the ramification, it follows that there is a clear connection between Ker y/ and the ramification.
Since dim/? > 1, R is complete and R/mR = C is algebraically closed, it follows that the classes of finite length modules are zero in Gn(-R). As a consequence, the classes of finite length 5'[G]-modules are in Ker y/.
The subgroup of Go(S[G]) generated by the classes of f.l. Since R is integrally closed there is a natural epimorphism
G0(R)^ZUC\(R)^0,
where Cl(R) is the divisor class group. In our case Cl(R) is isomorphic to G* = Hom(G,C-{0}).
We show that the kernel of the composition nyi : In general Ker y/ is not an ideal and the examples we have, show that the property of Ker y/ being an ideal depends strongly on the action of G on the ramification locus.
If Ker y/ is an ideal one can use y/ to put a ring structure on Gq(R) .
We have the following characterization of R being an isolated singularity. R is an isolated singularity o Ker yi -\Q\G §(S\G\). The implication (=*-) is based on the following new characterization of regularity of a fixed point ring of a regular ring.
Let U be an integrally closed local domain and T the integral closure of U in a finite Galois extension of the field of quotients of U with Galois group G. Suppose that \G\ is invertible in U and that U -> T is unramified at height one prime ideals and that T is regular. Then rankGo(T[G]) = 1 iff U is regular.
We prove that, for a quotient singularity R, G0(R) = Gç,(R[[t]]) the isomorphism being given by the canonical mapping,
for M an /î-module. We give a counterexample showing that this is not true for a more general ring U. We do not know a good characterization of rings U s.t.
G0(U) ^ G0(U[[t]]).
At the end we study some cases of three-dimensional quotient singularities. We deal mainly with the case of G a cyclic group. There we give a description of Ker y/ and we describe some cases where Ker y/ is an ideal. This paper consists almost entirely of my (1987) Finally I thank CNPq and IME-USP, both of Brazil, for their support during these four years.
I want to thank the referee for his patience and Lynn Olinger for her patience in the typing.
Chapter I 1
Consider the epimorphism y/ : Go(»S[G]) -► Gq(R) . We know that the subgroup of Gq(S[G]) generated by the classes of finite length modules is the principal ideal [CJGo^tG] ) ; moreover we know that this subgroup is contained in Ker y/.
There is a map 6 : Go(R) -> Z UC\(R) -> 0 whose kernel is the subgroup of Go(R) generated by the classes [R/p] with p any prime ideal such that hip > 2.
Define on the group Z II Cl(R) the ring structure whose identity is (1,0) and whose multiplication is given by (a We remark that if Ker^ is an ideal then Gq(R) inherits a natural ring structure. As we are going to show, whether Ker y/ is an ideal depends on how G acts on the ramification locus.
We show that Ker y/ -Gq(S[G]) • [C] iff R is an isolated singularity, equivalently iff ramification locus = {0}.
We need for this some basic facts which we now recall.
As a consequence of the purity of branch locus, see [1] , we have the following: Suppose U c T is an extension of normal local rings, with T a finitely generated i/-module. Suppose this extension is unramified at height one prime ideals and T is regular. Then a prime p of U is unramified in T if and only if Up is regular.
Moreover, see for example [4] , we have the following: Suppose that G is a finite group of automorphisms of a commutative ring T with TG = U. Then the following are equvialent:
( In this section we prove two theorems, the first of which establishes an exact diagram of Grothendieck groups, clarifying the strong connection between the structure of the group Ker y/ and the ramification theory of R in S. Here R = SG, S = C[[x\, ... , xn]] and G is a finite subgroup of GL(n, C). We assume throughout that G has no pseudo-reflections, i.e. there is no nonidentity element a in G s.t. dimc(Im(l -a)) < 1. This is equivalent to the inclusion of R in S being unramified at height one prime ideals. As a consequence of the theorem on the purity of branch locus, [1] , it follows that a prime ideal p in R is unramified in S if and only if Rp is regular. For the second part, observe that if 9(a) G (e) and a G G then
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Now s£y/ä^sk£a for some k g A*. For such k, a(s)k = a(sk) G (a). Hence ■î G sfà => a (s) G y/a for all a e G.
We have the following corollary. Go
The maps y/ and 6 are induced by the functor of fixed points and all the others are induced by the canonical epimorphisms of rings. Proof. It is easy to check that the diagram commutes. That the map
Go(S/b[G]/(e)) -G0(S[G]/(e))
is an isomorphism follows from the last proposition and the following wellknown result: Given a ring T with nilpotent radical nil T, the natural map
Go(77 nil 7) -» Go(T) is an isomorphism. □
We call the diagram above the fundamental diagram. Applying the exact functor ( )G to the exact sequence 0 -► b -> S -> S/b -> 0 it follows that (S/b)G^R/bnR.
We remark that mR is the only ramified prime if and only if G acts freely, i.e. a(x) = xiffcr = /orx = 0. Moreover this is equivalent to R being an isolated singularity, i.e. Rp being regular for all nonmaximal prime ideals p . We have the following characterization of this.
Theorem 2.3. R is an isolated singularity if and only if Ker(Go(S[G]) -► Go(R)) = [C]G0(S[G]).
Proof. Suppose that G acts freely. Then R is an isolated singularity and y/a = ms where
Observing that S/mg = C, the fundamental diagram with b = ms becomes We prove now the other implication. Auslander and Reiten proved in [5] that rankGo(R) = rankG0(S) = 1.
Suppose that G does not act freely. Then we will prove that
so it cannot be isomorphic to Go(R) ■ If G does not act freely then there is a prime p <£ mR which is ramified. We have that the canonical epimorphism Go ( From these facts and Theorem 2.3, we obtain the following Corollary:
Corollary. The following are equivalent:
If /? is an isolated singularity, Ker y/ is an ideal and hence Go(R) has a ring structure. We give now a condition on the jR-module 5 that is equivalent to Ker y/ being an ideal.
Definition. Let T be an integrally closed commutative domain and L a reflexive T-module.
(
1) We call L a Grothendieck module if the map Obj Ref T -> Gq(T) given
We denote by A(T) the subgroup of Go(T) generated by the classes of Grothendieck modules. (
2) G0(T) is an A(T)-module if we define [L] • [A/] = [L • M] for all
Grothendieck modules L and all reflexive modules M.
Proof. Fix a Grothendieck module L. Since the map Obj Ref -mod T -» Gq(T) is additive, we have a group endomorphism G0(T) -► G0(T) given by
for any reflexive module M. We claim that if L\ and L2 are Grothendieck modules then L\ • L2 is a Grothendieck module. Namely, ifO->/l->5->C->0 is an exact sequence of reflexive T-modules, then Theorem 3.2. Let R = SG be a quotient singularity. Then
is an ideal iff the summands of the R-module S are Grothendieck modules. Proof. Suppose that Ker y/ is an ideal. We use the epimorphism y/ :
, to put a ring structure on Gq(R) , whose multiplication we denote by "x". Now fix a summand L of S and a reflexive /?-module Af. Then
L = PG and A7 = AG where P G PJS[G] and A g Ref S[G]
, see [4] . Thus is an isomorphism.
Our next result has the following consequence. If for an integrally closed domain T the map G0(T) -> ZUCl(T) -> 0 is an isomorphism, then T is a Grothendieck ring and every reflexive T-module is a Grothendieck module. is an isomorphism. Then every reflexive module is a Grothendieck module. Moreover the family of rank one reflexive modules is a Grothendieck family. Proof. To say that the canonical epimorphism is an isomorphism is equivalent to [T/p] = 0 for all prime ideals p with htp > 2, see [8] . Since for every reflexive T-module Af it holds that Mp is free for htp < 1, it follows, from Proposition 3. We can use this sequence to get information about Gq(R) . For instance we show that, in this case, Gq(R) = Z iff the following three conditions are satisfied:
(1) dim Ki =2.
(2) G is the binary icosahedral group. (3) G acts trivially on V2 . If the ramification locus consists of one line, we prove that Ker y/ is an ideal if and only if G acts trivially on this line.
In the last section we prove that if R is a quotient singularity, then the natural map 9:G0(R)^G0(R 
., xk)[G]) s G0(C[G]) = G0(S[G]).
Hence Ker 6 and Ker t are free abelian groups of the same rank and it follows that t| Kerö : Ker Ö -» Ker y/ is an isomorphism.
Then we have the following commutative diagram:
From the snake lemma it follows that Kerr -+ Ki is an epimorphism. Also, diagram chasing shows that cokerr -> coker?/ is an isomorphism. We also have a commutative diagram: The assertion follows using the exact sequence of the theorem.
Moreover, if G acts trivially on V2 then Im(G -> GL(K2)) = {/} . D 2. Applications
We now give some applications of the sequence of Theorem 1.1.
For the next proposition we need the following results, found in the book of J. A. Wolf [17] . If n = 1 , we know that G0(R) ^ZDG'SZU Cl(R).
Suppose the result is valid for n -1, n > 1 . Then using Theorem 2. (2) dim K, = 2. By a completely analogous argument as before we get n = 1, i.e. dim Vx -2.
Remarks, (a) Letting / act freely on V with dim V = 2 we get examples of quotient singularities that are UFD, but whose Grothendieck groups are not Z. We finish this section with the following conjecture.
Conjecture. If G acts freely on V, dim V > 2 then G0(R) = ZD cl(R) «■ dim V = 2. is an ideal.
We assume as in the section above that V = Vx Hqc] K2 and that G acts freely on Vx, K, ¿ 0.
We introduce some notation. The proof is based on the following lemma whose proof is left to the reader. •ÇEi-mA'V,]) jr
and we get the commutative diagram Proof. We only need to prove that the condition is necessary.
If G ^ H, Corollary 3.3 shows H C G' = {1}, so H = {1} and, by Corollary We remark that in this example Go(C[G]/(£G,) is not an ideal.
One ramified line
In this section we consider the following particular case of §3: G acts on V = V\ UqG] K2 (without pseudo-reflections) with Kj = Cxi Uc ••• Uc Cx"_i and V2 = Cx" . We assume that G acts freely on Kj and that the ramification locus consists of the line Cx" . We will show that r\ = 0 which is equivalent to G acting trivially on Cx" . Then we are in the situation above and the number d in the Proposition 4.2 is 2, so / t¿ (a).
Formal power series
In this section we prove that for any quotient singularity R ,
] is the ring of formal series in the variable t, with coefficients from R.
Since it holds for any ring U that the map <p is a split monomorphism, it follows that <p is an isomorphism. G We remark that the subgroup of Go(R) generated by the classes of A-modules Af that are free outside maximal ideals is a subring of the Grothendieck ring. (See §2, Chapter II for definitions.) We denote it by sf(R). The span of the ramification locus is a C[G]-module so in this case V = Vx UqG] K2, where V2 is the span of the ramification locus, that has dimension two, and dim Vx = \ . Moreover G acts freely on Vx which implies that G is cyclic. To continue our discussion we need the following lemma, which is easy to prove. If m/a is odd and a is even then in the cyclic group (G/K)* there is exactly one element of order 2, let us say ax, and via the isomorphism we have (w/a)(Ea,€ra<) = «i and [S/(*i)l -(«,<*,) with 2[S/(xx)] = (2m, 0). So [(S/(xx))G] is an element of order 2m of Go(R) and ((S/(mx))G)n((S/(xx,x2))G) is a group of order two.
Torsion G0(R) has exponent 2m . So there is an epimorphism n : Gq(R) -> Z/(a/2)Z whose kernel is the subgroup generated by (S/(xx))G . Another question that we want to answer is: When is Ker(Go(C[G]) -► Gq(R)) an ideal? By Corollary 3.5 of Chapter II this is equivalent with Ker 0 being an ideal. One can prove that this happens iff K = G which happens if and only if the action of G on Cx2 II Cx3 is generated by pseudo-reflections. 
